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Towards the next Generation MDO
3
• HPC capabilities and simulation distribution
• Automation of analysis capabilities
2) second (~00-today)
• Integration of expertise in the collaborative optimization
• Knowledge formalization of process and disciplinary domains
3) third (next gen)
3rd Gen. MDO: a system of distributed competences
1) first (~80)
• Disciplinary Simulation and optimization capabilities
• Optimization Strategies for low computational power
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source: p.d. ciampa, b.nagel, "Towards the 3rd generation MDO collaboration Environment," in 
30th Congress of the International Council of the Aeronautical Sciences, Daejeon, 2016
„Having Tools“ is not „Having Skills“
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5EU funded H2020 project: 06/2015-11/2018
• 19 International Partners (EU, Russia, Canada)
• ~ 9M EUR, ~120 MM
• Coordinated by DLR in Hamburg
• EU project dedicated to next generation MDO processes http://agile-project.eu
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Speed of Innovation in Aeronautics
6
 Aircraft Product Development large number of parts and design sub-processes
 Cross-organizational  distributed and heterogeneous knowledge and expertise
 Much more constraints  higher level integration of design aspects 




Number of parts: 6 millions
Design changes per year: 150 000
Today (~10 years from TLAR to flight)
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Requirements
Design for X strategy
Architectural Decisions
process formulation




mfuel referenceAreaRefmOEM sTOFL mTOM mPayload mWingsStructure
mfuel 1 0.77475061 0.5901419 -0.52772317 0.8597251 -0.02118287 0.59409394
referenceAreaRef0.77475061 1 0.90083689 -0.93689985 0.86817278 0.00446513 0.94870478
mOEM 0.5901419 0.90083689 1 -0.88659848 0.78454296 0.00708453 0.95603157
sTOFL -0.52772317 -0.93689985 -0.88659848 1 -0.7002977 -0.00702965 -0.96085888
mTOM 0.8597251 0.86817278 0.78454296 -0.7002977 1 0.02012187 0.73875977
mPayload -0.02118287 0.00446513 0.00708453 -0.00702965 0.02012187 1 0.01442351
mWingsStructure0.59409394 0.94870478 0.95603157 -0.96085888 0.73875977 0.01442351 1
mWingStructure_Wing_tot10.53661584 0.92160693 0.95056012 -0.95475262 0.68872614 0.01561439 0.99672097
mWingStructure_Wing_tot20.91533218 0.81143359 0.57174303 -0.61281041 0.8928265 -0.01513637 0.59735278
mWingStructure_Wing_tot30.38655317 0.82021619 0.92943362 -0.89054484 0.58675298 0.03225927 0.94881555
mWingStructure_Wing_Skin10.27839032 0.75400829 0.88368289 -0.8645486 0.46411714 0.02566847 0.92209726
mWingStructure_htp0.91533218 0.81143359 0.57174303 -0.61281041 0.8928265 -0.01513637 0.59735278
mWingStructure_vtp0.38655317 0.82021619 0.92943362 -0.89054484 0.58675298 0.03225927 0.94881555
mFuselagesStructure0.10658257 0.05694498 0.36732586 0.01427539 0.29357486 -0.01817547 0.08671056
mLandingGears0.70896885 0.91233893 0.91096308 -0.84335459 0.8799775 0.03265137 0.88192751
mSystems 0.09013604 0.0475302 0.3469075 0.01813524 0.27962545 -0.03345366 0.07649606
LCMachNumb-0.36854397 -0.6777704 -0.60821795 0.78493715 -0.47936188 -0.01389582 -0.66451279
cgPos 0.78521395 0.98502911 0.88419102 -0.90537791 0.89101166 0.00401476 0.92014262
Power 0.99754193 0.73891472 0.537597 -0.47997566 0.83689185 -0.02579698 0.54480898










Setup phase: 60% – 80% project time*
*survey of last 20 years of MDO RTD oriented projects [3-5 yrs],
source: p.d. ciampa, b.nagel, "The AGILE Paradigm: the next generation of collaborative MDO“
AIAA 2017-4137
AGILE - next generation of collaborative MDO




• Realize the next generation of MDO processes
• Reducing aircraft MDO development time 40%
• Enabling Collaborative Aircraft Design
Accelerate the setup of large scale collaborative distributed processes
Support collaborative operation of design systems: people and tools
Efficient collaborative Optimization techniques
AGILE Configurations
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Power Equation LP Spool
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AGILE Paradigm: “a blueprint for collaborative MDO deployment”
source: p.d. ciampa, b.nagel, "AGILE the Next Generation of Collaborative MDO: Achievements 
and Open Challenges” AIAA 2018-3249






 Formulate the integration and
optimization strategy
 Formalize the MDO process(-es)
 Provide Design Capabilities
 Formalize the disciplinary
knowledge
 Enable the collaborative
operation of the system
 Formalize the collaborative
process(-es)
 Define the design task and
product metrics
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source: p.d. ciampa, b.nagel, "AGILE the Next Generation of Collaborative MDO: Achievements 

























AGILE Paradigm – Knowledge Layers
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source: p.d. ciampa, b.nagel, "AGILE the Next Generation of Collaborative MDO: Achievements 
and Open Challenges” AIAA 2018-3249
 Requirements Modeling and Management






















AGILE product development process
1 2 3 54
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mfuel referenceAreaRefmOEM sTOFL mTOM mPayload mWingsStructure
mfuel 1 0.77475061 0.5901419 -0.52772317 0.8597251 -0.02118287 0.59409394
referenceAreaRef0.77475061 1 0.90083689 -0.93689985 0.86817278 0.00446513 0.94870478
mOEM 0.5901419 0.90083689 1 -0.88659848 0.78454296 0.00708453 0.95603157
sTOFL -0.52772317 -0.93689985 -0.88659848 1 -0.7002977 -0.00702965 -0.96085888
mTOM 0.8597251 0.86817278 0.78454296 -0.7002977 1 0.02012187 0.73875977
mPayload -0.02118287 0.00446513 0.00708453 -0.00702965 0.02012187 1 0.01442351
mWingsStructure0.59409394 0.94870478 0.95603157 -0.96085888 0.73875977 0.01442351 1
mWingStructure_Wing_tot10.53661584 0.92160693 0.95056012 -0.95475262 0.68872614 0.01561439 0.99672097
mWingStructure_Wing_tot20.91533218 0.81143359 0.57174303 -0.61281041 0.8928265 -0.01513637 0.59735278
mWingStructure_Wing_tot30.38655317 0.82021619 0.92943362 -0.89054484 0.58675298 0.03225927 0.94881555
mWingStructure_Wing_Skin10.27839032 0.75400829 0.88368289 -0.8645486 0.46411714 0.02566847 0.92209726
mWingStructure_htp0.91533218 0.81143359 0.57174303 -0.61281041 0.8928265 -0.01513637 0.59735278
mWingStructure_vtp0.38655317 0.82021619 0.92943362 -0.89054484 0.58675298 0.03225927 0.94881555
mFuselagesStructure0.10658257 0.05694498 0.36732586 0.01427539 0.29357486 -0.01817547 0.08671056
mLandingGears0.70896885 0.91233893 0.91096308 -0.84335459 0.8799775 0.03265137 0.88192751
mSystems 0.09013604 0.0475302 0.3469075 0.01813524 0.27962545 -0.03345366 0.07649606
LCMachNumb-0.36854397 -0.6777704 -0.60821795 0.78493715 -0.47936188 -0.01389582 -0.66451279
cgPos 0.78521395 0.98502911 0.88419102 -0.90537791 0.89101166 0.00401476 0.92014262
Power 0.99754193 0.73891472 0.537597 -0.47997566 0.83689185 -0.02579698 0.54480898









AGILE PDP - MBSE
VIST   MS
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source: p.d. ciampa, b.nagel, "AGILE the Next Generation of Collaborative MDO: Achievements 
and Open Challenges” AIAA 2018-3249




Design for X strategy
design process decision making
mfuel referenceAreaRefmOEM sTOFL mTOM mPayload mWingsStructure
mfuel 1 0.77475061 0.5901419 -0.52772317 0.8597251 -0.02118287 0.59409394
referenceAreaRef0.77475061 1 0.90083689 -0.93689985 0.86817278 0.00446513 0.94870478
mOEM 0.5901419 0.90083689 1 -0.88659848 0.78454296 0.00708453 0.95603157
sTOFL -0.52772317 -0.93689985 -0.88659848 1 -0.7002977 -0.00702965 -0.96085888
mTOM 0.8597251 0.86817278 0.78454296 -0.7002977 1 0.02012187 0.73875977
mPayload -0.02118287 0.00446513 0.00708453 -0.00702965 0.02012187 1 0.01442351
mWingsStructure0.59409394 0.94870478 0.95603157 -0.96085888 0.73875977 0.01442351 1
mWingStructure_Wing_tot10.53661584 0.92160693 0.95056012 -0.95475262 0.68872614 0.01561439 0.99672097
mWingStructure_Wing_tot20.91533218 0.81143359 0.57174303 -0.61281041 0.8928265 -0.01513637 0.59735278
mWingStructure_Wing_tot30.38655317 0.82021619 0.92943362 -0.89054484 0.58675298 0.03225927 0.94881555
mWingStructure_Wing_Skin10.27839032 0.75400829 0.88368289 -0.8645486 0.46411714 0.02566847 0.92209726
mWingStructure_htp0.91533218 0.81143359 0.57174303 -0.61281041 0.8928265 -0.01513637 0.59735278
mWingStructure_vtp0.38655317 0.82021619 0.92943362 -0.89054484 0.58675298 0.03225927 0.94881555
mFuselagesStructure0.10658257 0.05694498 0.36732586 0.01427539 0.29357486 -0.01817547 0.08671056
mLandingGears0.70896885 0.91233893 0.91096308 -0.84335459 0.8799775 0.03265137 0.88192751
mSystems 0.09013604 0.0475302 0.3469075 0.01813524 0.27962545 -0.03345366 0.07649606
LCMachNumb-0.36854397 -0.6777704 -0.60821795 0.78493715 -0.47936188 -0.01389582 -0.66451279
cgPos 0.78521395 0.98502911 0.88419102 -0.90537791 0.89101166 0.00401476 0.92014262
Power 0.99754193 0.73891472 0.537597 -0.47997566 0.83689185 -0.02579698 0.54480898







AGILE PDP - MBSE
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AGILE – Collaboration challenges
 Knowledge Modeling and Collaboration
 Design Competence wrapping process (right syntax)  Speaking the same “language”
 Disciplinary interpretation process (right semantic)  Meaning the same “Concepts
 Design Competences Integration  Accessing and providing “tools and knowledge”
16
AGILE reference aircraft CPACS
https://cpacs.de
AGILE reference aircraft disciplinary models by Partners from a single source
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source: p.d. ciampa, b.nagel, "The AGILE Paradigm: the next generation of collaborative 
MDO,"AIAA 2017-4137
AGILE – Service Oriented Architecture
18
A workflow of “provided services”
- Each service @ Partner site\network
- Each service is a legacy process
source: p.d. ciampa, e.moerland, et al., "A Collaborative Architecture supporting 
AGILE Design of Complex Aeronautics Products,","AIAA 2017-4138
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design tools




Design for X strategy
decision making
mfuel referenceAreaRefmOEM sTOFL mTOM mPayload mWingsStructure
mfuel 1 0.77475061 0.5901419 -0.52772317 0.8597251 -0.02118287 0.59409394
referenceAreaRef0.77475061 1 0.90083689 -0.93689985 0.86817278 0.00446513 0.94870478
mOEM 0.5901419 0.90083689 1 -0.88659848 0.78454296 0.00708453 0.95603157
sTOFL -0.52772317 -0.93689985 -0.88659848 1 -0.7002977 -0.00702965 -0.96085888
mTOM 0.8597251 0.86817278 0.78454296 -0.7002977 1 0.02012187 0.73875977
mPayload -0.02118287 0.00446513 0.00708453 -0.00702965 0.02012187 1 0.01442351
mWingsStructure0.59409394 0.94870478 0.95603157 -0.96085888 0.73875977 0.01442351 1
mWingStructure_Wing_tot10.53661584 0.92160693 0.95056012 -0.95475262 0.68872614 0.01561439 0.99672097
mWingStructure_Wing_tot20.91533218 0.81143359 0.57174303 -0.61281041 0.8928265 -0.01513637 0.59735278
mWingStructure_Wing_tot30.38655317 0.82021619 0.92943362 -0.89054484 0.58675298 0.03225927 0.94881555
mWingStructure_Wing_Skin10.27839032 0.75400829 0.88368289 -0.8645486 0.46411714 0.02566847 0.92209726
mWingStructure_htp0.91533218 0.81143359 0.57174303 -0.61281041 0.8928265 -0.01513637 0.59735278
mWingStructure_vtp0.38655317 0.82021619 0.92943362 -0.89054484 0.58675298 0.03225927 0.94881555
mFuselagesStructure0.10658257 0.05694498 0.36732586 0.01427539 0.29357486 -0.01817547 0.08671056
mLandingGears0.70896885 0.91233893 0.91096308 -0.84335459 0.8799775 0.03265137 0.88192751
mSystems 0.09013604 0.0475302 0.3469075 0.01813524 0.27962545 -0.03345366 0.07649606
LCMachNumb-0.36854397 -0.6777704 -0.60821795 0.78493715 -0.47936188 -0.01389582 -0.66451279
cgPos 0.78521395 0.98502911 0.88419102 -0.90537791 0.89101166 0.00401476 0.92014262
Power 0.99754193 0.73891472 0.537597 -0.47997566 0.83689185 -0.02579698 0.54480898
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Common MDO Workflow Schema
MDO process description developed in AGILE project. 
Formalizes the MDO processes in a “neutral format” 
Enable to share MDO processes between MDO frameworks 
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Common MDO Workflow Schema
MDO process description developed in AGILE project. 
Formalizes the MDO processes in a “neutral format” 
Enable to share MDO processes between MDO frameworks 




• Generation of Design Process Architectures 
Fully Automated
• Assessment of different design strategies
Objective Function
Optimization Iterations
Monolithic  computation performance  
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source: f. torrigiani, p.d. ciampa, "MDO Architectures Comparison on Analytical Test Case 
and Aerostructural Aircraft System Design Problem”, 6th CEAS Conference, 2017










Common MDO Workflow Schema
MDO process description developed in AGILE project. 
Formalizes the MDO processes in a “neutral format” 
Enable to share MDO processes between MDO frameworks 




• Generation of Design Process Architectures 
Fully Automated
• Assessment of different design strategies
Objective Function
Optimization Iterations
Monolithic  computation performance  
Distributed  for Organization structured in disciplinary departments
Design 
Process
AGILE Strut Braced Wing
Design Process Automation
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source: f. torrigiani et al., "DESIGN OF THE STRUT BRACED WING AIRCRAFT IN THE AGILE 
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source: b. aigner, i. van gent et al., "Graph-Based Algorithms and Data Driven Documents for 
Formulation and Visualization of Large MDO Systems”, CEAS Aeronautical Journal, 2017
Airframe OEM









AGILE Phase 2 – 1 aircraft, 5 MDO scenarios in 12 months
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AGILE PDP - MBSE
Requirements
Design for X strategy
decision making
mfuel referenceAreaRefmOEM sTOFL mTOM mPayload mWingsStructure
mfuel 1 0.77475061 0.5901419 -0.52772317 0.8597251 -0.02118287 0.59409394
referenceAreaRef0.77475061 1 0.90083689 -0.93689985 0.86817278 0.00446513 0.94870478
mOEM 0.5901419 0.90083689 1 -0.88659848 0.78454296 0.00708453 0.95603157
sTOFL -0.52772317 -0.93689985 -0.88659848 1 -0.7002977 -0.00702965 -0.96085888
mTOM 0.8597251 0.86817278 0.78454296 -0.7002977 1 0.02012187 0.73875977
mPayload -0.02118287 0.00446513 0.00708453 -0.00702965 0.02012187 1 0.01442351
mWingsStructure0.59409394 0.94870478 0.95603157 -0.96085888 0.73875977 0.01442351 1
mWingStructure_Wing_tot10.53661584 0.92160693 0.95056012 -0.95475262 0.68872614 0.01561439 0.99672097
mWingStructure_Wing_tot20.91533218 0.81143359 0.57174303 -0.61281041 0.8928265 -0.01513637 0.59735278
mWingStructure_Wing_tot30.38655317 0.82021619 0.92943362 -0.89054484 0.58675298 0.03225927 0.94881555
mWingStructure_Wing_Skin10.27839032 0.75400829 0.88368289 -0.8645486 0.46411714 0.02566847 0.92209726
mWingStructure_htp0.91533218 0.81143359 0.57174303 -0.61281041 0.8928265 -0.01513637 0.59735278
mWingStructure_vtp0.38655317 0.82021619 0.92943362 -0.89054484 0.58675298 0.03225927 0.94881555
mFuselagesStructure0.10658257 0.05694498 0.36732586 0.01427539 0.29357486 -0.01817547 0.08671056
mLandingGears0.70896885 0.91233893 0.91096308 -0.84335459 0.8799775 0.03265137 0.88192751
mSystems 0.09013604 0.0475302 0.3469075 0.01813524 0.27962545 -0.03345366 0.07649606
LCMachNumb-0.36854397 -0.6777704 -0.60821795 0.78493715 -0.47936188 -0.01389582 -0.66451279
cgPos 0.78521395 0.98502911 0.88419102 -0.90537791 0.89101166 0.00401476 0.92014262
Power 0.99754193 0.73891472 0.537597 -0.47997566 0.83689185 -0.02579698 0.54480898
alpha -0.69495233 -0.97340661 -0.89300009 0.96880859 -0.79744005 -0.00247523 -0.95341854
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• Link to the “executable” world
• Collect the info\results
• Engineers in the loop
• Understanding the process
• Traceability of the (detailed) info 
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AGILE Configurations
AGILE Phase 3 “Ongoing” - 6 aircraft in 15 months
27
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AGILE Configurations
AGILE Phase 3 “Ongoing” - 6 aircraft in 15 months
28
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• Database of novel configurations for follow-on projects
• 6 novel aircraft configurations accessible (data and models)
• Current aircraft results are already exploited in running projects
2
AGILE Technologies:
• The AGILE framework released as open-source
• Prototypes already exploited in internal and external projects
• AGILE Paradigm a “blueprint for collaborative MDO”
AGILE Achievements:
 Accelerating the deployment of design and optimization processes
 Large-scale cross-organizational MDO processes of tools and people
 AGILE Framework operational with 19 partners
AGILE Academy:
15 International Organizations 
NOT in AGILE using the AGILE framework!
AGILE - next generation of collaborative MDO




 Objectives of the Initiative: 
1. Introduce the “AGILE Paradigm” in Education\Research
2. Release the AGILE technologies outside the Consortium
3. Enable “effective” Collaboration among multiple institutions  
1st AGILE Academy Workshop in Hamburg
2) Collaborative aircraft design1) Distributed Competence
3 Teams
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Wrap-up
 Challenges for the next generation MDO
 Enable the setup of large design and optimization processes of tools 
and people (cross-organizational)
 Formalization of the PDP and MDO processes
 AGILE Progresses
 AGILE Paradigm: quick setup of coherent MDO process
 AGILE Framework operational with 19 partners 
 Year 1: 2 MDO workflows (scenarios), conventional, manual
 Year 2: 16 MDO workflows, conventional, AGILE Framework 
 Year 3: 6 MDO workflows, un-conventional, AGILE Framework
31
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 AGILE special sessions
 Special MDO session on AGILE
 AGILE presented at the High level Forum 360 Panel with EC 
representatives on “Aviation Transformation in Europe”  
 AGILE  @ Air Shows
 Flying simulator at the EC stand 
 AGILE presented at the workshop “Disruptive configurations”
 AGILE at ICAS 2018
 Special MDO sessions on AGILE
 ICAS „Award for Innovation in Aeronautics“
Achievements
32
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More information about AGILE:
www.agile-project.eu
AGILE Coordinator: pier-davide.ciampa@dlr.de
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